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BAUE hosts Dr. Alan Wolfelt.  He is an awesome speaker and                     

complimentary to the community.  Read about him on his website:    

https://www.centerforloss.com/about-the-center-for-loss/about-dr-

alan-wolfelt/ 

Check Baue’s website for registration:    https://www.baue.com 

St. Charles, MO  -  Bogey Hills Country Club 
1120 Country Club Rd, St. Charles, MO  63303 
Tuesday, October 23 @ 7:00pm  -  9:00 pm 
 



This work shop is open to any grieving parent, sibling 

or grandparent outside of any BPUSA Group. 



Goes Away 

 

“Why does it hurt so much?  Why is this grief so 

incapacitating?  If only the hurt weren’t so 

crushing.”  Sound familiar?  All of us have 

known hurts before, but none of our previous 

“ouchies” can compare with the hurt we feel.  

Nothing can touch the pain of burying a child. 

Yet most of us have discovered that the sun still 

comes up.  We still have to function.  We did not 

die when our child did, even though we wished 

we could have, so—we are stuck with this pain, 

this grief, and what do we do with it?  Surely we 

can’t live like THIS forever! 

There are no magic formulas for surviving grief.  

There are a few recognized patterns for grief, 

but even those are only guidelines.  What we do 

know is that the emptiness will never go away.  

It will become tolerable and livable—some day. 

TIME—the longest work in our grief.  We used 

to measure TIME by the steps of our child:  the 

first word, first tooth, first date, first car—now 

we don’t have that measure any more.  All we 

have is TIME, and it only seems to make the 

hurt worse.   

So what do we do?  Give ourselves 

TIME—to hurt, to grieve, to cry, 

TIME—to choke, to scream. 

TIME—to be “crazy” and 

TIME—to remember. 

Darcie D. Sims 

Be nice to yourself!  Don’t measure your   

progress through grief against anyone else’s.  

Be your own timekeeper.   
 

Don’t push.  Eventually you will find the 

hours and days of grief have turned to 

minutes and then moments—but don’t ex-

pect them to go away.  We will always hurt.  

You don’t get over grief—it only becomes   

tolerable and livable. Change your focus a 

bit.  Instead of dwelling on how much you 

lost, try thinking of how much you had.  Try 

letting good memories come over you as   

easily as the awful ones do.  We didn’t lose 

our child—HE / SHE DIED. 

We don’t lose the love that flowed between 

us—it still flows, but differently now. 

 

Does it help to know that if we didn’t love so 

very much, it would not hurt so badly?  Grief 

is the price we pay for love.  And as much as 

it hurts, I’m very glad I loved.  Don’t let death 

cast ugly shadows, but rather warm           

memories of the loving times you shared.  

Even though death comes, 

Love never goes away! 

NEVER Darcie D. Sims, Ph.D. was 
a bereaved parent, grief 
management specialist 
and nationally recognized 
grief expert. She died     
un-expectedly in 2014.  
Many had the pleasure of 
hearing her speak at 
Gatherings and those 
who have read her books.   

Austin’s “Big A’s” Mom 



“Thank you” to all 
the volunteers that 
helped make Trivia a 
success: 
 
 

               Coordinators: 
Courtney Lehmann  -  Aaron’s  
           Step Mom, Ms. Courtney 
Terre Rosciglione  -  JP’s Mom 
 
Debbie Brauch  -  Danny’s Mom 
Theresa DeMarco  -  Joe’s Mom 
Chuck Digney  -  Shamus’ Dad 
Karen Digney  -  Shamus’ Step Mom 
Jeanne Francisco  -  Jennifer’s Mom 
Mike Francisco  -  Jennifer’s Dad 
Dick Lederich  -  Kenny’s Dad 
Susan Lederich  -  Kenny’s Mom 
Brodie Lehmann  -  Aaron’s Brother 
Justin Lehmann  -  Aaron’s Dad 
Larry Umhoefer  -  Rosie’s Dad 
Roseann Umhoefer  -  Rosie’s Mom 
 
And a shout out to members that 
brought friends/relatives and donated   
trivia items.   Your participation is  KEY         
to this this event.  
 
D.J. Pitman of Trivia Riot was our      
outstanding emcee. 
 
SEE YA NEXT YEAR!!!!! 
 

 

 I watched a movie last weekend in the privacy 

of my home which I found on YouTube. It was 

advertised on the billboard of Starbucks to be 

shown at a local church as community outreach. 

It sparked my curiosity. It's name is "Prayers for 

Bobby"  As a "seasoned", yes old... bereaved 

parent, I found it to be heart changing and worth 

throwing out there to others. I find our callused 

hearts need the soil hoed and tilled sometimes. 

I think this may do it. It may stretch our own   

beliefs in an uncomfortable area. It involves the 

bereaved parents journey, gay lifestyle,           

suicide, sibling grief journey and guilt, holidays, 

intimate relationships, our religious beliefs, 

scripture interpretation  and upon viewing you 

tell me what else. I haven't written a review 

since school days. Thank you for letting me 

share with you. I am very glad I was not in    

public forum when watching. It was emotional 

to view and as I remarked previously heart 

stretching. I hope you find it heart changing. For 

some it may not be the time and too close to 

home. You may still need to guard your heart. It 

may not be for you. Just throwing it out to see if 

it sparks another  persons curiosity.   

 

Thank you for this review from Pat Ryan, 

BPUSAStL 



IN Memory Of 
Jorge Tumialan 

8/11/1975  -  10/19/2001 
 

Dear “Jorgi”, 
We love you and we miss 
you. 
                Papi  &  Mami 

LOVE  

         
GIFTS 

In Memory Of 
Jaclyn Marie Esworthy 

“Jackie” 
12/24/78  -  6/8/97 

In Memory Of 
Jennifer Jo Esworthy 

“JJ” 
6/3/75  -  6/8/97 

Thank you for the 
matching donation 
from at AT&T and     

Jason’s mom and dad, 
Dale & Cindy Mathis 

Jason Mathis 
10/17/95  -  09/10/15 

Jorge 

Jason 



 

Jim was a loving father, grandfather, 

brother, son, uncle, friend  -  he meant so 

much to so many people.  Jim will be with 

us forever in our hearts.  -  Family of Jim 

IN MEMORY OF 
R. James (Jim) Behm 

January 10, 1942  -  August 16, 2017 

Amy Jenness Oberreither 
01/22/83  -  10/15/01 

For our Dearest Amy, 

Thank you for walking with us every day 

down this long, hard road.  Can’t do it  

without you. 

 

All our love forever, 

Mom and Dad 

Jeff and Persis Oberreither 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwih6ZTjoo3cAhVFgZAKHduKB2IQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.shutterstock.com%2Fsearch%2Floving%2Bmemory%3Fimage_type%3Dillustration&psig=AOvVaw3_cVWA0UpBBA0SnGZiD


Rosie Umhoefer 

4/24/83 - 7/03/03 

 

Sorrow claims no one season. 
It can come softly like leaves that  

float on down. 
Or fall in torrents enough to  

make you drown. 

It can be like ice, 
piercing to the bone, 

Or shards of light from  
scorching sun that shone. 

It comes without warning 
like an unexpected guest 

who stays too long 
and allows no rest. 

 
I try to shoosh it away 

like an errant child, 
with warnings and threats, 
but it will return in a while. 

Our sorrow is only diminished by 
thoughts of your smile. 

Love you,, 

Dad & Mom 

Sorrow Claims No One Season     

Written by: 
Rosie’s Mom 
Roseann Umhoefer 
BPUSAStl  -  St. Peters Group 



Reading the stories about grieving grandparents, I can’t 

help but be reminded of something my mother told me 

about a year ago.  I had just received several cards on 

Christopher’s birthday and was telling her about every  

acknowledgment I received.  She started to cry and told 

me how grateful she was to know others’ reached out to 

me in my sorrow and grief.  

Then she said, “I wish someone would 

remember me in that way sometimes.  

Nobody thinks I hurt, but I do.  I hurt 

so much for you and I miss           

Christopher so much, but my friends 

never acknowledge my grandson’s 

birthday to me, or the anniversary of 

his death.”  

Then I realized that I, too, just like 

them, was one of those people who   

didn’t understand her needs.  She has always been so 

supportive and always, always talks about Christopher, 

yet even I had failed to ever send a card or a note to her 

that just said, I know you hurt too—for me and for 

Chris—and I know your life is different now, too.   She so 

desperately needed to know that others understood her 

pain and she felt so alone in grief.  She felt so out of place 

with her grief, therefore not entitled to be  remembered in 

any special way.  I think grandparents  often really are the 

forgotten grievers.  I can tell you without a doubt that my 

mother’s pain is every bit as intense and devastating to 

her as my pain is to me.  For every tear I shed, she sheds 

two...one for him and one for  me. 

Please remember your parents along this journey, too.  

Because all of those little acts of kindness that mean so 

much to us, mean equally as much to them as well.  We 

can never assume they know that we understand their 

pain.  We have to tell them.  They need to be remembered, 

too. 

For every tear 

I shed, she 

sheds 

two...one for 

him and one 

for me. 

Grieving Grandparents 

—Micky Crawford, TCF.  September 2016 

Remembering 

GRANDPARENTS 

DAY 

SUNDAY,  

SEPTEMBER 9 



Experiencing the Death of a Sibling as a College Student 

      I went to bed on Sunday night ready to wake up 

on Monday to start my week.  Little did I know that 

at 3am on Monday morning I would have to be 

ready to start a whole new life.  It was at that time 

that I received a phone call from my dad telling me 

that my sister was “very sick” and that I would 

have to get on the  next flight home.  The next few 

hours in the early morning were a confusion of 

emotions, flight schedules, and phone calls home 

trying to get any information that I could.  I knew 

that she died, but I was not going to admit it to  

anyone before I got to the hospital and had proof.  

After a long morning, I finally arrived at the airport 

and was taken to the hospital by a friend of the 

family.  I got my proof.  My sister,   Carlie Rose, 

died early in the morning of bacterial meningitis.  

My family kept her on life support until my grand-

ma and I were able to make it to the hospital.   

      The most devastating horrible thing to ever 

happen was happening to my family and me.  The 

next few days were a blur of people and emotions.  

The funeral was especially hard.  The sanctuary 

was full, there were five or six hundred people.  

The burial was the hardest thing I will and have  

ever gone through.  The days following the funeral 

consisted of many people and food.  I don’t        

remember most of it; a lot of things have been 

blocked from my memory.  This is normal for    

people dealing with grief.   

      Those days turned to weeks and I returned to 

school.  I needed to play a big game of catch-up.  

Some teachers were understanding, some weren’t. 

I found that some days school is a very lonely 

place.  Even today, nine months later I feel that 

way.  Most of my friends have not had to deal with 

loss, especially one this close.  It is hard to grieve  

when everyone around you is moving on with their  

life and seemingly having fun.  I worry that I am   

Burdening my friends with my sadness. 

      The grief process is more complicated than I 

ever imagined.  Not only is my day filled with    

emotions of all kinds, there are physical symptoms 

as well.  I lost a lot of weight since Carlie died due 

to a decreased appetite.  Sometimes I shake,               

especially when I get emotional.  When I get     

nervous, anxious, or especially sad I get panic 

attacks too.  Nothing is too severe or abnormal for 

grief, sometimes it is just hard to accept that this is 

part of my new life now.   

      I am very lucky that I have a very supportive 

family.  My parents are doing their best to take my 

emotions and my brothers into account all the 

time.  I go home a lot because I like to spend time 

with my family.  We talk about my sister all the 

time. 

      The thing about grief is that it comes in all 

different forms and you never know what emotion 

is going to happen next.  A lot of things trigger 

emotions for me, sometimes I am affected, and 

sometimes I am not.  Sometimes laughing makes 

me cry and or crying makes me laugh.  Sometimes I 

don’t want to be around people, other times I hate 

to be alone.  This is very hard to deal with because 

all I know that I need from people is for them to be 

flexible.   

      This is the best advice that I can give on helping 

someone who is grieving, be flexible.  Even when 

you think they are ok, or if years have passed they 

still have bad days.  It is important that they know 

you are there for them.  One of the most import-

ant things that I am learning how to do is live my 

life with my loss.  Nothing I can do will ever make 

things better, so I am doing the best that I can. 

http://www.counselingstlouis.net/carlie.html 



 In the previous newsletter,  we asked readers to 

share responses to the question on the side.   

The article below entitled “What Do I Do With 

My Child’s Things?” is lovingly lifted from the 

June 2018 BPA Coeur d’Alene Chapter          

Newsletter 

 

WHAT DO I DO WITH MY CHILD’S THINGS? 
By Nancy Mower, Honolulu, HI 

This is a problem that faces all bereaved parents. We discuss it from time to time at our meetings. Some of us 
keep the child’s room just as it was before the death. We don’t want anything touched or moved. Some of us 
find solace in giving things away to close friends or relatives. Knowing that someone we love is wearing our 
child’s clothes or playing with his or her toys brings us comfort. Some of us find we can deal with only a few 
items at a time: clothes one month; books another; perhaps toys a few months later. Some of us find that, as 
time goes on and we would have gotten rid of the things anyway, it becomes easier. For instance, after a 
while we realize that if the child were still alive, he/she would have outgrown the clothes. Then it’s easier to 
give them away. Or he would have graduated from college this year and therefore would no longer use the 
study desk or clock radio. We can give these things away in the normal time sequence. The important thing is 
not to let others rush us into doing something before we are ready and not to let ourselves feel guilty about 
the amount of time it takes us to make decisions. When the time is right and the decision is right for us, we’ll 
know what to do. 

You can shed tears that they are gone, 
or you can smile because they have lived. 

 

You can close your eyes and pray that they’ll come back, 
or you can open your eyes and see all they’ve left. 

 

Your heart can be empty because you can’t see them, 
or you can be full of the love you shared. 

 

You can turn your back on tomorrow and live yesterday, 
or you can be happy for tomorrow because of yesterday. 

 

You can remember them and only that they’re gone, 
or you can cherish their memory and let it live on. 

 

You can cry and close your mind, be empty and turn your back, 
or you can do what they’d want:  smile, open your eyes, love and go on. 

THEY ARE GONE 

Written 1981 
David Harkins  



It is called Melancolie. And it is heartbreakingly beautiful.  
 
The artwork created by Albert György (living in                
Switzerland, but born in Romania) can be found in Geneva 
in a small park on the promenade (Quai du Mont Blanc) 
along the shore of Lake Geneva.  
 
Millions (more than 11 million people) have viewed it 
from our Facebook Page so we wanted to take a few    
moments and share more about the sculpture and artist.  
György was born in Romania in 1949. He lived in isolation 
and sadness after his first wife died, so he understands 
grief. He was given what he calls in reports – a second 
slope of his life where he is able to enjoy freedom.  
The sculptor developed a special alloy of copper and tin 
which he used for his work.  
 
His work is revered by many and I found this quote about 
his work –  “In its complexity and diversity, the visionary 
art of Albert György testifies to a personal dialectic       
between suffering and happiness.  Nothing decorative or 
talkative in this game of creative tension leading to a     
living alloy, imbued with the purest necessity.”  

 
The incredible, heartbreaking artwork is extremely touching and very emotional. Reading the 
comments on the Facebook Posts are heartbreaking and show the power of love. A mother’s 
love. A father’s love. Grandparent’s love. Love of siblings, friends and strangers. The thought of 
losing a child is unimaginable – but for many, it’s all too real and some have written that this 
sculpture depicts how they feel – an emptiness. John Maddox wrote, “We may look as if we    
carry on with our lives as before. We may even have times of joy and happiness. Everything may 
seem “normal”. But THIS, “Emptiness” is how we all feel…all the time.”  
UPDATE: The artist has made replicas and photos available. Info:  https://totallybuffalo.com/
artist-makes-prints-and-replicas-of-heartbreaking-beautiful-sculpture-available/ 
  
  
UPDATE: A MESSAGE FROM THE ARTIST!  
I’ve been asked by hundreds about getting a print or replica of the statue – the best I can do is 
pass on the contact information for the artist. Here it is:   
http://www.albert-gyorgy.ch/visite-contact/ 

A SCULPTURE THAT CREATES INTENSE EMOTION 

https://totallybuffalo.com/a-sculpture-that-creates-intense-emotion  -   JULY 11, 2018 

https://www.facebook.com/totallybuffalo/photos/a.1856841141264724.1073741829.1800823653533140/2133597843589051/?type=3&theater
https://totallybuffalo.com/artist-makes-prints-and-replicas-of-heartbreaking-beautiful-sculpture-available/
https://totallybuffalo.com/artist-makes-prints-and-replicas-of-heartbreaking-beautiful-sculpture-available/
http://www.albert-gyorgy.ch/visite-contact/
https://totallybuffalo.com/a-sculpture-that-creates-intense-emotion/


To Sink or Swim… 

Verna Smith TCF, Ft. Worth, TX 

To sink or swim are not the only          

alternatives in life.  Many survive — just 

by FLOATING.  There were many times 

after my son died that I didn’t feel as 

though I was sinking below the waves 

of grief and I was just too exhausted to 

try and swim to the other side of that 

lake of pain. 

It was at those times that I just simply 

FLOATED.  By floating, it may have taken 

me longer to reach the shore than it 

would if I had tried to swim; besides, 

the shore seemed just so far away that I 

wouldn’t have made it by swimming   

anyway.  But by just floating along with 

the current, I did not sink and the other 

side is getting closer all the time. 

 

Borrowed from a previous BPUSAStl  

Newsletter 

The first time a memory slides over us like a wave of 

warmth, we have turned the corner of our grief. 

— “Words to Help the Grieving Hold Fast and Let Go” 

Those of us who 

have had the      

necessary time with 

which to convey to 

those who have not 

that it won’t always 

be this painful. 



T E L E P H O N E    F R I E N D S 
BPUSA ST. LOUIS CHAPTER CHAIR: 

Pat Dodd  Phone / Text  314-575-4178  

email:  pat@dawson-dodd.com 

Part of BPUSAStL’s commitment to you is that 

we are the space where our parents and      

families communicate.  Printed in your news-

letter are articles to educate and ones that are 

private expressions of writers.  We offer our 

writings only for your reflection.  Sometimes 

serving nature or establishing routines signal 

solace to the writer.  Often they turn to religion 

or spirituality for  comfort and guidance. 

BPUSAStL share these insights not only for your 

contemplation but also to acknowledge our 

community’s many and rich sources for 

strength and hope.   

OUR COMMITMENT 

 

As always, for up-to-date information  
on BPUSAStL events visit 

www.bpusastl.org 

Newsletter Submissions 

Cut-off date for our next issue is 

October 15, 2018 

Send your submissions to: 

Newsletter 

PO Box 1115 

St. Peters, MO  63376 

bpusastl@gmail.com     or to : 

snowwhite6591@gmail.com 

If sending payment make checks        
payable to BPUSAStL.  

Six issues per year.  $30  Thank you!! 

 

Please ensure we have 

your correct 

mailing address.           

Otherwise, newsletters 

are returned as  

undeliverable. 

Thank you in Advance! 

Accident,    
Automobile 

Katie VerHagen 314-576-5018 

Accident, Non-

Vehicular 

Bill Lagemann 573-242-3632 

Adult Sibling Mark VerHagen 314-726-5300 

Drugs/ Alcohol Patrick Dodd 314-575-4178 

Grandparents Margaret Gerner 636-978-2368 

Child with Disability Lois Brockmeyer 314-843-8391 

Illness, Short Term Jean & Art Taylor 314-725-2412 

Jefferson City Sandy Brungardt 314-954-2410 

Murder Butch Hartmann 314-487-8989 

Only Child /         
Single Parent 

Mary Murphy 314-822-7448 

Suicide Linda Fehrmann 314-853-7325 



SPECIALIZED  

MEETINGS 

MEETING LOCATION FACILITATOR(S) / CONTACT DAY TIME 

GRASP:  Grief Relief 
After Substance   
Passing 

Concordia Lutheran Church 
505 S. Kirkwood Road 
Kirkwood, MO  63122 

Mary Ann Lemonds 
314.330.7586 
grasp.stl@gmail.com 

Sundays 5:00 pm 

Life Crisis Center 

Survivors of Suicide 

9355 Olive Blvd. 
St. Louis, MO  63132 

314.647.3100 Wednesdays 7:00 pm 

PALS:  Parents    
affected by the loss of 
a child to suicide 

St. Lukes Hospital   
(Hwy 141 & 40) 
St. Louis, MO  63017 

Linda Fehrmann 

314.853.7925 

4th Saturday 10:30 am 

Parents of Murdered 
Children 

St. Alexius Hospital 
3933 S. Broadway 
St. Louis, MO  63118 

Butch Hartmann 

314.487.8989 

3rd Tuesday 7:30 pm 

Survivors of Suicide Baue Funeral Home-Comm Cntr 
608 Jefferson Street 
St. Charles, MO  63301 

Linda Fehrmann 

314.853.7925 

1st & 3rd Monday 6:30 pm 

 

Our doors are open for you. 

GROUP MEETINGS MEETING LOCATION FACILITATOR(S) DAY TIME 

St. Peters / St. Charles, 

MO 

Knights of Columbus Hall 

5701 Hwy N 

St. Charles, MO  63304 

Mike & Jeanne Francisco 

636.947.9403 

1st Thursday 

 

7:00pm 

 

St. Peters / St. Charles, 

MO—Siblings Facilitator 

Same as above Samantha Schaefer 

636.293.1099 

Same as above 

 

7:00pm 

 

West County, MO Shaare Emeth  

11645 Ladue (Ballas & Ladue) 

St. Louis, MO  63141 

Jacque Glaeser  636.394.3122 

jlynn63021@yahoo.com 

Co-Facilitator:  Kim Wiese 

314.956.3047 

4th Tuesday 

 

7:00pm 

BUSINESS  /  FACILITATORS MEETINGS LOCATION TIME DATE 

ALL MEMBERS ARE WELCOME! 

CONTACT:   PAT DODD 

                      314.575.4178 

BJC Hospital St. Peters 

10 Hospital Drive 

Room A/B 

St. Peter, MO  63376 

 

9:00 AM 

 

TBD 

Will be announced 

MEETINGS ARE DISCONTINUED CONTACT INFORMATION  PHONE 

               Bowling Green 

               Tri-County  

               Troy, MO 

OPEN ARMS Parents Left Behind 

        Bill & Vicki Lagemann 

        Brenda Wilson 

        Cindy Morris 

        Kathy Dunn 

        (kathydunn333@yahoo.com) 

 573.242.3632 

573.438.4559 

314.954.1810 

314.807.5798 

W 
e 
l 
c 
o 
m 
e 
 



Children of BPUSAStL’s 

Active Board Members, Facilitators & Chairpersons  

 

 

Son & Granddaughter of  
Margaret Gerner 

Founder of BPUSAStL 

Son of  
Theresa DeMarco 

Treasurer 

Joseph DeMarco 

Natalie Frohning 

Daughter of  
Linda Frohning 

Jennifer Francisco 

Daughter of 
Jeanne & Mike 

Francisco 
St. Peters Group 

Facilitators 

Mickey Hale 

Son of  
Jacque Glaeser 

W. County Group 
Facilitator & 

Secretary 

Julie Bardle 

Daughter of  
Marilyn Kister 

Newsletter 
Editor 

Donnie Lagemann 

Son of Bill &  
Vicki Lagemann 

Jeffrey Morris 

Son of   
Cindy Morris 

Treasurer  -  Advisor 

Jeff Ryan 

Son of Pat Ryan 

Daniel Kohler 

Son of  
Arlene Thomason 

Rosie Umhoefer 

Daughter of 
Roseann Umhoefer 

Arthur Gerner 

Emily Gerner 

Matthew Wiese 

Son of Kim Wiese 
W. County Group 

Co-Facilitator 

Lindsay Marie Dodd 

Daughter of  
Pat Dodd 

Chapter Chair 

Kellie Gregory 

Daughter of 
Cary Gregory 

Son of  
Chuck Digney 

Shamus Digney 

Son of 
Donna Arnold 

Candlelight Chair 

Ryan Arnold 

Danny Brauch 

Brother of  
Samantha 
Schaefer 

St. Peters Group 
Sibling Facilitator 

If you wish to make a love donation - IN ANY AMOUNT  -  We will include a picture of your child(ren)                    
(See pages 5-7 of this publication)  
 

NAME________________________________________________________________PHONE___________________ 

ADDRESS___________________________________________________________CITY________________________ 

STATE ________ ZIP ___________ NAME OF CHILD(REN)________________________________________________ 

BIRTH DATE(S) ___________________ ANGEL DATE(S)__________________________________________________ 

I WOULD LIKE A LOVE GIFT DEDICATED TO MY CHILD(REN) IN THE MONTH OF: ______________________________ 

I WOULD LIKE TO DONATE $______________ IN LOVING MEMORY OF _____________________________________ 



ST. LOUIS CHAPTER 
BEREAVED PARENTS U.S.A. 
P.O. Box 1115 
St. Peters, MO  63376 
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If you have moved, please notify us of your new address 

so you will continue to receive this publication! 

WELCOME 

We are the parents whose children have died. We are the siblings whose brothers and sisters no 

longer walk with us through life. We are the grandparents who have buried grandchildren. 

We come together as Bereaved Parents of the USA to provide a safe space where grieving         

families can connect, share our stories, and learn to rebuild our lives.  We attend meetings 

whenever we can and for as long as we find helpful. We share our fears, confusion, anger, guilt, 

frustrations, emptiness, and feelings of hopelessness, knowing these emotions will be met with 

compassion and understanding. As we support, comfort and encourage one another, we offer 

hope and healing. As we confront the deaths of our loved ones, our shared grief brings us to a 

common ground that transcends differences, building mutual understanding across the        

boundaries of culture, race, faith, values, abilities, and lifestyle.  Together we celebrate the lives 

of our children, siblings, and grandchildren, sharing the joys and the heartbreaks as well as the 

love that will never fade. Together, strengthened by the bonds we create, we offer what we have 

learned from one another to every bereaved family, no matter how recent or long ago the death.    

We are the Bereaved Parents of the USA. 

We welcome you  


